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Introductions

Katie: Over 17 years in adult neurorehab. Inglis House, TBI Rehab, Stroke Rehab, 
Easter Seals AAC, Skilled Nursing. Past 10 years with people who have ALS (pALS) 
as an AAC Specialist. Past 2 years consulting to Google’s Project Euphonia and 
beyond.

Marilyn: Disney entertainer for 8 years. SLP for 11 years. SLP at CPU for 9 years. 
Consulting with Google for 1 year. Specializing in AAC, Dysphagia, Autism, in a 
variety of settings: outpatient rehab, home health, adult day programs, 
telehealth, pediatrics (early intervention), group homes. 



Prevalence of neurologic conditions in the US
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Parkinson’s
780k

Stroke
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Multiple 
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For people who have difficulty pronouncing words due to 
disabilities, communication is an ongoing challenge.



Voice activated 
technologies don’t work 
well either for people 
with non-standard 
speech.
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Can we make speech 
recognition work 
better for people with 
impaired speech? 

Maybe, if we have (a 
lot of) examples!



Who’s speech samples are we looking for?

● People over 18 years old with motor speech disorders, mild-profound!
○ At this time, excludes Aphasia 

● Phrases are written text that need to be read with accuracy...word for word
○ “Turn on the bedroom lights”.  If incorrect, please re-record

● As an Assistant or Accessibility Ally, you will be compensated $50 /hr that you help a participant 
share their speech.

● We don’t collect dx, name, race, gender, education level (there is a space to volunteer that info)



g.co/euphonia



How to become a participant: 3 Stages
1. Participants sign up via the Interest form on g.co/euphonia

a. Participants record speech samples into ChitChat
Beginning with 315 and then up to 1500!

2. Euphonia SLP’s perform an evaluation
a. Proceed / Do not Proceed with further recording?
b. Speech metrics and Audio Quality Assessment

3. Who can be a Trusted Tester for a Prototype?
a. This is not a preview of a future product, but a prototype for 

experiments and ongoing research.  

Future: 
4. Beta-testing to a larger population
5. Future plans and product possibilities?



Step 1: go to 
g.co/euphonia 



Step 2: participant will fill out the interest form



Step 3: 10 min later, get email to start recording!



Use your smartphone, tablet, 
computer. 

No headset needed

Record 315 phrases - in your own 
time or all at once



Use your smartphone, tablet, computer.   No headset needed.  Record 315 phrases - in 
your own time!

(Desktop: Chrome)
(Mobile: Chrome)



Next phase: get email to record more phrases!
 
Project Euphonia

 
 
Thank you so much for your contributions to the project so far!

 
We’ve listened to the phrases you recorded and believe more samples from you will help advance research in this area. More phrases are now available for you to record!

One note about recordings: would it be possible for you to press the "start" button immediately before the participant starts speaking, and not before? We noticed in a few recordings 
that someone is reading the phrase out beforehand. That is totally fine! But in order for our models to be trained correctly, the person who is reading the phrase out beforehand 
should not be recorded. If the speaker faces literacy barriers that necessitate a helper reading every word beforehand in one or two word chunks, then unfortunately, Project 
Euphonia will not be able to use those recordings, since the speaker and helper's voices will be intermingled in the recordings.

Lastly, it is important that you record in a quiet room (no one else talking, and TV off). This will ensure you record the highest quality audio possible.

In appreciation for your time and effort, you will receive $300 for completing this phrase set.

Log in to start recording »

Your new phrases will be in the project "Euphonia-FullSet"
Warmly,
Google Project Euphonia



You will receive a digital gift card valued at $300 USD or local currency 
equivalent for 1500 phrases recorded after (and not including) the initial 
primer phrase set. You’ll automatically receive your gift card within 
about a week of completing your recordings.

Rewards!



Project Euphonia will be sending digital gift cards to SLPs, OTs, and other Accessibility Allies (e.g., Rehab 
Engineers, ATP, HHA, etc.) for their time spent assisting participants who share their speech. For every 
hour you assist a participant in recording for Project Euphonia, you will receive a $50 USD (or local 
currency equivalent) gift card. An annual limit of $550 applies. 

Once you have accumulated hours, fill out our SLP & Ally Form to let us know, and you will receive your gift 
card by email. Please note gift cards are limited to professionals not living in the same household as the 
participant.

Rewards for helping too!
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The recorded phrases are then used to conduct machine 
learning research to improve speech recognition.
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Ultimately, our goal is to explore how Google products 
can work better for users who have speech impairments.

Google Home Google Home Mini Google SearchGoogle Assistant
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Next steps

Get in touch! 

Office hours / drop in:

US: Tuesdays 3:30-4pm EST with Katie Seaver SLP / Marilyn Ladewig SLP https://meet.google.com/bop-phed-bks

EMEA: Tuesdays 3:30-4pm GMT with Richard Cave, SLT 

 https://meet.google.com/osn-hece-otk

    

 

Katie Seaver
SLP / Cambridge

Richard Cave
SLP / London

Marilyn Ladewig
SLP / New York 

City


